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ABSTRACT
RoboClam is a bio-inspired robot that digs into underwater soil efficiently by expanding and contracting its valves to fluidize the substrate around it, thus reducing drag. This technology has potential applications in fields such as anchoring, sensor placement, and cable installation. Though there are similar potential applications in dry soil, the lack of water to advect the soil particles prevents fluidization from occurring. However, theoretically, if the RoboClam contracts quickly enough, it will achieve a zero-stress state that will allow it to dig into dry soil with very little drag, independent of depth. This paper presents a theoretical model of the two modes of soil collapse to determine how quickly a device would need to contract to achieve this zero-stress state. It was found that a contraction time of 0.02 seconds would suffice for most soils, which is an achievable timescale for a RoboClam-like device.

INTRODUCTION
RoboClam is a bioinspired robot that imitates the up/in/down/out valve motion pattern of the Atlantic razor clam, Ensis directus, in order to burrow into underwater soil using an order of magnitude less energy than would be required to push a blunt body to the same depth [1]. Potential applications for this technology exist in fields such as anchoring, oil recovery, cable installation, and sensor placement.

RoboClam digs via localized fluidization: as it contracts its valves, the soil and water around it mix in the remaining void, creating a substance that behaves as a viscous Newtonian fluid. In the region of localized fluidization, the substrate provides much less resistance to penetration compared to static soil. After the robot pushes down, it reopens its valves to repeat the process again [1].

The minimum and maximum contraction and expansion times required to achieve fluidization have been reported in prior work [1]. Minimum contraction time is determined by Stokes drag [2], or the amount of time it takes the fluid to advect a soil particle and reach the valve velocity during contraction. This timescale is dependent on the density and diameter of soil particles, as well as the density of the fluid. For 1mm diameter glass beads (which can represent a typical sand) submerged in water, this analysis yields a minimum contraction time of 0.075s [1].

Maximum contraction time is determined by the time it would take the soil to naturally collapse and landslide around the mechanism, which can be determined by determining the forces acting on a collapsing element of soil. This timescale depends on the distance the soil must slide (the contraction distance), the densities of the particles and fluid, the void fraction of the soil (the fraction of volume that is taken up by fluid rather than by particles), and the failure angle of the soil (the angle at which it will naturally landslide). Again, using 1mm glass beads submerged in water, and using the contraction distance of the current RoboClam (0.00285m), we get a maximum contraction time of 0.20s [1].

Lastly, the maximum expansion time is determined by the amount of time it takes the soil to settle. Settling time is determined by the height of the contracting mechanism and the void fraction of the soil [3]. For 1mm glass beads and the current dimensions of RoboClam, this analysis yields a maximum expansion time of 2.2s [1].

Beyond the submerged soil applications mentioned above, there are also potential dry soil applications for RoboClam-like burrowing. Sensor placement, in particular, is desirable in dry conditions as well as in underwater environments. However, fluidization theory does not apply to dry soil for two reasons: first, the interstitial air exerts much less drag on the soil particles than water, making it unable to advect the particles into the void around the contracting device. Second, the change in void fraction makeup will make the settling time for dry soil much faster than for submerged soil, so the theoretical...
maximum expansion time is void as well. Therefore, in order to have a RoboClam-like device dig into dry soil, a new theoretical approach must be developed. This paper describes such a theoretical approach that shows that RoboClam’s motions can be used to dig into dry soil within a range of time scales that may be achievable by a machine.

STRESS STATE ANALYSIS

In order to determine whether a RoboClam-like mechanism will be able to dig through dry soil, we analyze the stress state of the soil around the end effector before and after contraction. Figure 1 shows a Mohr’s circle analysis of the initial stress state of the soil. There is an initial vertical effective stress, $\sigma_{v0}$, and an initial horizontal effective stress, $\sigma_{h0}$, which together define the Mohr’s circle, or the complete stress state. Effective stress refers to the actual stress between particles, neglecting any pore pressure. Additionally, Figure 1 shows the incipient failure stress state of the soil, which is defined as the point at which slow contraction would result in soil failure. Soil failure is achieved when the Mohr’s circle of the soil hits the soil’s failure envelope (which is determined by $\varphi$, the friction angle of that particular soil), because at this point the shear force in the soil has exceeded the shear strength of the soil [4]. As the mechanism contracts, the horizontal stress decreases but the vertical stress stays the same (as the vertical stress is defined by the mass of the soil above it, which does not change) [4]. The decreasing horizontal stress causes the Mohr’s circle to enlarge until it becomes tangent to the failure envelope, at which point the soil starts to fail. If a device were to contract slowly, the soil around it would fail when the horizontal stress reached $\sigma_{h0}'$.

Figure 2 shows an analysis of a rapidly contracting device. If a mechanism were to contract quickly enough to bring the horizontal stress state close to zero, then the corresponding Mohr’s circle would have a vertical stress state close to zero as well. It is impossible for a soil to exist in a stress state where the Mohr’s circle goes beyond the failure envelope, so the resulting Mohr’s circle must be tangent to the failure envelope. This imbalance of vertical and horizontal stresses resembles the stress state of the soil at ground level, where RoboClam can dig easily. If a device is able to contract quickly enough to achieve this zero-stress state, then it will be able to easily penetrate dry soil no matter how deep it is. From an engineering perspective, it is important to determine how quickly the contraction must occur in order to achieve a zero-stress state. In order to answer this question, the different mechanisms of soil failure must be investigated.

TYPES OF SOIL COLLAPSE

There are two ways that soil can fail around a contracting RoboClam-like device, both of which can be derived by looking at soil failure using a cylindrical coordinate system. Figure 3 shows both failure scenarios: a radial-vertical stress imbalance and a radial-hoop stress imbalance [5].

A radial-vertical stress imbalance occurs when, after contraction of the device, the radial stress decreases while the vertical stress remains constant, to the point where the radial-vertical Mohr’s circle is tangent to the failure envelope. This failure mode can be likened to a “landslide” collapse around the device, where soil slides diagonally into the void left by the contracting mechanism (Fig 4).
Figure 3: FAILURE SCENARIOS IN SOIL COLLAPSING AROUND ROBOCLAM. The red circle corresponds to a scenario in which the vertical stress remains constant while the radial stress decreases until the Mohr’s circle is tangent to the failure envelope. This is a radial-vertical stress imbalance. The blue circle corresponds to a scenario in which the radial and hoop stresses start off equal (as the original horizontal stress) and the radial stress decreases while the hoop stress increases until the Mohr’s circle is tangent to the failure envelope. This is a radial-hoop stress imbalance.

Figure 4: PROGRESSION OF RADIAL-VERTICAL FAILURE, OR “LANDSLIDE” COLLAPSE, SIDE VIEW. The end effector contracts as denoted by the red arrows in step A, leaving a void around it in step B. Between steps B and C, the soil falls along the failure angle $\theta_f$ as denoted by the red arrows in step B. In step C, the soil around the void has fallen diagonally to fill the void.

A radial-hoop stress imbalance occurs when the radial and hoop stresses (which both are equal to the horizontal stress before contraction) diverge to the point where the radial-hoop Mohr’s circle is tangent to the failure envelope; that is, the radial stress, which decreases as the device contracts, and the hoop stress, which increases as the device contracts, together define a Mohr’s circle that is tangent to the failure envelope. This failure mode can be likened to “annular” collapse around the device, where, when looked at from above, a “ring” of soil collapses simultaneously to fill the void left by the contracting device (Fig 5).

Figure 5: PROGRESSION OF RADIAL-HOOP FAILURE, OR “ANNULAR” COLLAPSE, TOP VIEW. The end effector contracts as shown by the red arrows in step A, leaving a void around it in step B. In between steps B and C, the soil around the void collapses radially, as denoted by the red arrows in step B. In step C, the ring of soil around the void has collapsed and filled the void.

COLAPSING SOIL MODELED AS A THICK-WALLED PRESSURE VESSEL

In order to quantify the physics of the soil collapse, we propose a thick-walled pressure vessel model. To simplify the analysis, a few assumptions are made: first, we assume the mechanism is infinitely long in order to neglect end effects. Second, we assume that the depth of the mechanism is much greater than its length ($h >> L$) in order to consider stresses along the length of the device to be uniform. Lastly, we assume that the device contraction is quasi-static and that the soil can be modeled as an elastic solid since it is not being sheared and plastically deforming before contraction. These three assumptions allow us to model the collapsing soil around the contracting device, at the moment just before failure, as a thick-walled pressure vessel [6].

The thick-walled pressure vessel model will only hold for a linear elastic solid, which is only true of the soil before it begins to shear due to failure. Therefore, we model the soil as a pressure vessel for the moment just after contraction, but before failure. This analysis will allow us to determine the amount of soil that will fail around the contracting device. Figure 6 shows a diagram of the thick-walled pressure vessel model. The mechanism is shown in dark gray as having just contracted, with a failure zone denoted in green around it. The pressure vessel is the substrate around the failure zone, spanning from the outer edge of the failure zone to the edge of soil failure an unknown distance away. Since the mechanism has just contracted, the outer edge of the pressure vessel has not yet felt the effects of the change in pressure on the inner edge of the vessel. Thus, the stress state of the soil on the outer edge of the vessel can be likened to the stress state of soil at an undisturbed point an infinite horizontal distance away. Starting with the
original thick-walled pressure vessel equations [7], and modifying them to reflect geotechnical convention (with compressive stresses positive) and an outer radius that approaches infinity (to represent the undisturbed soil at the outer edge of the pressure vessel, some unknown distance away), we get

\[
s_\sigma = \frac{R_0^2 (p_i - p_0)}{r^2} + p_0 \\
\sigma_\theta = -\frac{R_0^2 (p_i - p_0)}{r^2} + p_0
\]

where \(s_\sigma\) is the radial stress, \(s_\theta\) is the hoop stress, \(R_0\) is the radius of the expanded mechanism, \(p_i\) is the pressure in the void, \(p_0\) is the lateral pressure of the undisturbed soil at infinity, or the initial horizontal pressure of the soil before contraction.

Combining Eqns. (1) and (2) with the definitions of soil properties \(K_a\) and \(K_\theta\), results in expressions for the failure radii \(R_{fr\theta}\) and \(R_{frv}\) [6].

\[
\frac{R_{fr\theta}}{R_0} = \sqrt{\frac{(K_a + 1)(p_i - p_0)}{(K_a - 1)(p_0 - u)}} 
\]

The failure radii, \(R_{frv}\) and \(R_{fr\theta}\), are the radial distances at which failure occurs for landslide and annular collapse, respectively. In other words, these are the outer radii of the thick-walled pressure vessel, or the distances after which the soil is no longer affected by the mechanism’s collapse. \(K_a\) and \(K_\theta\) are the coefficient of active failure and the coefficient of lateral earth pressure of the soil, respectively, which are both measured soil properties. The pore pressure, \(u\), is caused by the fluid between the soil particles in the general case. However, since we are working with dry soil, \(u = 0\), and since our model assumes that the mechanism has just contracted, \(p_i = 0\). With these two assumptions, Eqns. (3) and (4) simplify to:

\[
\frac{R_{frv}}{R_0} = \sqrt{\frac{1}{(1 - \frac{K_a}{K_\theta})}} 
\]

\[
\frac{R_{fr\theta}}{R_0} = \frac{K_a + 1}{\sqrt{1 - K_a}}. 
\]

DOMINANT FAILURE MECHANISM

For any soil for which we know \(K_\theta\) and \(K_a\), we can find the characteristic radius within which the soil collapses for both the landslide and annular collapse cases. In general, these characteristic radii will be different, meaning that landslide and annular collapse will occur within different volumes of soil. If the landslide radius is bigger, then annular collapse will occur within the volume of soil undergoing landslide collapse, and vice versa. Therefore, the larger radius will correspond to the radius of total affected soil. We will call this larger radius the radius of the dominant failure mechanism. We can divide Eqn. (5) by Eqn. (6) to get the ratio of the landslide radius to the annular radius

\[
\frac{R_{frv}}{R_{fr\theta}} = \sqrt{\frac{K_a - 1}{(K_a+1)(K_a - 1)}}. 
\]

If this ratio is greater than one, then landslide collapse dominates. If it is less than one, then annular collapse dominates. Figure 7 shows a plot of the ratio for a range of \(K_\theta\) and \(K_a\) values. Generally, for values of \(K_\theta\) under about 0.6, landslide collapse dominates, whereas for values of \(K_\theta\) above 0.6, annular collapse dominates.
The correlation for overconsolidated soil \[10\] is expressed as

\[
K_0(OC) = K_0(NC) \cdot OCR^{\sin \varphi},
\]

where \(K_0(OC)\) is the overconsolidated coefficient of lateral pressure, and \(OCR\) is the overconsolidation ratio, or the ratio of the maximum past stress experienced to the present stress experienced.

Since Eqns. (8), (9), and (10) are all in terms of the friction angle \(\varphi\), we can combine them to find correlations between \(K_0\) and \(K_a\) and overlay them on the plot in Fig. 7. Figure 8 shows the dominant failure mechanism graph with \(K_0-K_a\) correlations for normally consolidated soil (NC) and for overconsolidation ratios (OCR) of two, three, four, and five.

Figure 8 shows that in general, landslide collapse is dominant for normally consolidated soils, whereas annular collapse is dominant for overconsolidated soils. Since both modes of collapse are potentially relevant, we must determine how quickly collapse occurs in each case (and thus discover how quickly the end effector must contract to achieve a zero-stress state).

LANDSLIDE COLLAPSE ANALYSIS

Figure 9 shows a free body diagram of the block of soil that slides diagonally in landslide collapse.

To determine the time it will take the soil block to move a horizontal distance of \(\delta\) (the device contraction distance), the...
shear and normal stresses on the diagonal plane can be reduced to a horizontal stress of\( \sigma'_{hf} \). This stress can be expressed as

\[ \sigma'_{hf} = K_a g h (1 - \Phi) (\rho_p - \rho_f) . \]

where \( g \) is the gravitational constant, \( \Phi \) is the void fraction of the soil, or the fraction of the soil volume that is made up of air or fluid rather than of soil particles, \( \rho_p \) is the density of the soil particles, and \( \rho_f \) is the density of the fluid in the general case [11]. This horizontal stress acts on a projected area of \( h^*w \), resulting in a horizontal force of

\[ F_H = K_a g h (1 - \Phi) (\rho_p - \rho_f) h w . \]

Furthermore, the mass of the block is defined as

\[ m = \frac{1}{2} h w [\rho_p (1 - \Phi) + \rho_f \Phi ] . \]

Using basic kinematics and assuming an initial velocity of zero for the block of soil, the time to move a distance \( \delta \) is

\[ t = \frac{2 \delta}{a} = \frac{2 \delta m}{F_H} = \frac{\delta (\rho_p (1 - \Phi) + \rho_f \Phi)}{K_a g (1 - \Phi) (\rho_p - \rho_f) \tan \theta_f} . \]

For dry soil, we can assume that \( \rho_f = 0 \), which simplifies Eqn. (14) to

\[ t = \frac{\delta}{K_a g \tan \theta_f} . \]

The failure surface angle can be derived from Mohr’s circle and is defined as

\[ \theta_f = \frac{\pi}{4} + \frac{\phi}{2} . \]

Using Eqns. (15), (8), and (16), as well as \( \delta = 0.0048m \) (the contraction distance for the existing RoboClam end effector), we can find the range of possible values for landslide collapse time in typical soils. Soils can typically have a friction angle \( \phi \) ranging from 17° (very weak soils) to 45° (very strong soils) [12]. This friction angle range corresponds to a landslide collapse time range of 0.0198s to 0.0266s for the current RoboClam end effector dimensions. RoboClam runs on a pneumatic control system that can contract on the order of 0.03s, so these timescales are a little faster than the norm, but are feasible. They could potentially be reached by increasing the air pressure currently used to control the machine, or by replacing the pneumatic system altogether with a faster linear actuator.

---

**ANNULAR COLLAPSE ANALYSIS**

Figure 10A shows the top view of a block of soil about to undergo annular collapse. Similar to the landslide case, there is an effective horizontal stress acting on one side and zero horizontal stress acting on the other. Additionally, there is a frictional force acting on the top and bottom of the soil block as it slides into the void (Fig. 10B). Figure 10C shows a differential angular element of soil about to undergo annular collapse, with the shear and normal forces labeled.

![Figure 10: VISUALIZATIONS OF ANNULAR COLLAPSE.](image)

A) Top view of a block of soil about to undergo annular collapse. The mechanism has just contracted a distance of \( \delta \), leaving a void with an effective stress of zero. At the edge of the affected soil, the horizontal effective stress is defined as \( K_a \) multiplied by the vertical effective stress. B) Side view of the mechanism after contraction. The block of soil that will undergo annular collapse is marked in yellow. There is a frictional force caused by the stationary soil above and below the block that opposes the motion. C) Free body diagram of a differential angular element of soil before annular collapse, with the unknown shear force \( \tau \) labeled. \( L \) is the characteristic length of soil collapse, or the distance from the mechanism to the edge of the affected soil mass.

We use a Mohr’s circle analysis with a radial-vertical reference frame to quantify the shear stress that corresponds to this state of annular collapse. We know the radial and vertical effective stresses at collapse, defined as

\[ \sigma_{ef}' = \rho g h \]

\[ \sigma'_{hf} = K_a \rho g h . \]

Since the soil is at failure, the Mohr’s circle will be tangent to the failure envelope. The Mohr’s circle must be centered about the midpoint between \( \sigma_{ef}' \) and \( \sigma'_{hf} \), such that they will both correspond to the same shear stress value. These three
qualifications define the Mohr’s circle that gives the shear stress encountered in annular collapse (Fig. 11).

\[ \tau = \rho gh \sqrt{K_a - \frac{1}{4} \cos^2 \phi (1 + K_a)^2} \] (19)

Using Eqn. (19) as the shear force in the free body diagram in Figure 10C and plugging in \( z \) as the length of the contracting mechanism yields the following sum of forces:

\[ \Sigma F_H = K_a \rho ghzLd\theta - 2\left(\frac{1}{2}L^2d\theta\right)(\rho gh \sqrt{K_a - \frac{1}{4} \cos^2 \phi (1 + K_a)^2}) \] (20)

Again using basic kinematics and assuming an initial velocity of zero for the block of soil results in:

\[ t = \sqrt{\frac{2z\delta L}{ghK_a z - Lgh \sqrt{K_a - \frac{1}{4} \cos^2 \phi (1 + K_a)^2}}} \] (21)

The expression for collapse time depends on \( L \), the characteristic length of the annular collapse. This length is equivalent to \( R_{fr} \), which was defined in Eqn. (6) as a function of expanded end effector radius. Plotting Eqn. (6) for the same values of \( K_0 \) and \( K_a \) that were used in Figs. 7 and 8, as well as overlaying the normally consolidated and overconsolidated soil curves, results in Fig. 12.

Figure 11: MOHR’S CIRCLE ANALYSIS USED TO DETERMINE THE SHEAR STRESS ENCOUNTERED IN ANNULAR COLLAPSE. The known radial and vertical effective stresses at collapse are plotted, and the midpoint between them is defined as the center of the circle. The Mohr’s circle is then defined as the circle tangent to the failure envelope, centered at that point. The frictional shear stress is the stress that corresponds to both the radial and vertical effective stresses on this circle.

Geometrical analysis of Figure 11, coupled with Eqns. (17) and (18), yield the following value for \( \tau_f' \):
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